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The Transbay Creative Music Calendar is a
volunteer-produced free monthly journal for noncommercial creative new music in the San
Francisco Bay Area. In addition to our comprehensive listing of upcoming events, we publish articles and reviews about local music and the people
who create it. We talk about a wide range of modern music, including: experimental, improvised,
noise, electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 21st century
compositions, and sonic art. Each month, 1000
copies of the Transbay are mailed to individuals
and hand-delivered to over 45 performance venues and public locations throughout the Bay Area.
Contact us for a FREE subscription!
Your kind donations help keep the Transbay alive
and growing. Please send checks [payable to
“Transbay Music Calendar”] to: Transbay
Accounting, 106 Fairmount, Oakland, CA
94611.
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A two-headed report of the
Second Annual Voice &
Electronics Thingy
Night one by David Slusser
Night two by Tom Djll

Night One
Breaking the taboo of writing about a
show you were involved in is sometimes necessary to avoid the “tree falls in a forest with
no one there to hear it” syndrome. There’s a
lot of really good, creative activity out there,
some of it even well attended, but you wouldn’t know it reading online and in the papers.
This one was too good to let pass: Matt
Davignon’s “2 Night Voice & Electronics
Thingy”. I attended both nights and will detail
the first. The basic premise was to pair a vocal
improviser with a person doing real time electronic manipulation of that voice. Simple concept, but the pairings provided a great deal of
variety, due primarily to the singularity of
some of our vocal talent, but also the differing
methods of electronic treatment, from stomp
box to laptop. It could have been just loops or
something, but most people took it much further. Matt, who can mash things up pretty well
himself, humbly confined his activities to
organizer and MC, and deserves some
recognition and thanks for his continued
efforts as imaginative impresario (Sound Shift,
Himp Hoxp, Found Objects, Big Sur). His
unflagging optimism, enthusiasm and equanimity are noteworthy.
I thought the first installment of the voice
manipulation series, Thursday 11/6 at 509
Cultural Center in San Francisco, was outstanding - a success in everything except promotion. The four “acts” turned out to be quite
distinct, with negligible turnaround time. Dare
I say it was downright entertaining? Not that
there weren’t challenging aspects, but the universality of the human voice, the simplicity of
the pairings, and the considered contributions

Night Two: Lance Grabmiller grabs Dina Emerson’s song and puts it through the mill. photo by djll

of the participants resulted in music of a clarity that could reach well beyond our core
cognoscenti. Remember this concept if anyone ever wants to do outreach (like the
Pornorchestra, there’s a certain human element that can attract anyone).
Of course, this group managed to subvert
Matt’s basic premise, both intentionally and
not. First up was Beth Lisick, speaking (not
singing) with Eli Crews processing on laptop.
She did one of her excellent monologs, taking
the audience along on a narrative both amusing and touching. Without explicit musical
input from the voice (sung notes), Eli sampled
vowel sized snippets, and repeated or
stretched them into a texture behind the narrative, giving it a backdrop where Beth could
pause, or repeat something for emphasis. That
seemed to be the extent of the interaction; the
natural voice was always present, and Eli
refrained from longer samples where sections
of text could’ve fed back in some sort of dialog - but that was just my expectation. The actual result was quite pleasing and effective.
I was up next with Bob Marsh vocalizing.
Since Bob frequently processes his own voice,
I suggested a 2 mic setup so he could “mix”
himself - clear or harmonized on his mic, and
an array of transforming effects and sampling
from mine. Bob avoided real words, but did
plenty of vocal gestures and even more

singing, so it was a nice contrast to the previous act. I’d like to say we were “symphonic”
- I was able to capture quite a few phrases
that I brought back in polyphonic counterpoint
at different times, and it turns out I did just
about the only real-time electronic transformations of the evening with my trusty ring modulator. That’s because the next pair, Tim Perkis
on laptop, and Ron Heglin on voice, refreshingly took a different tack. Tim had pre-recorded a lot of Ron’s vocalizing, and made electronic accompaniments with that, without
inputting any of Ron’s live voice at the show.
Ron did not use a mic, but did use a small
electronic megaphone at varying distances,
skillfully adding a little electronic texture at
times, which blended it with the sounds coming
out of the laptop. This made them more independent than the previous pairings, providing
a different type of interplay. Ron has developed
a wordless language or dialect over the years
that still manages to convey almost explicitly.
The creative Perkis proved once again the sensitive accompanist and foil. The emotional ups
and downs of this non-verbal narrative were as
satisfying as the first act.
As luck would have it, the last group had
2 vocalists - lucky because bad luck plagued
Andre Custodio’s electronic setup, so that Jesse
continued on page 2
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Quattro and Joseph Zitt were left with just each
other’s voices to interact with for most of their
set. They had rehearsed and soundchecked
thoroughly, but gremlins had something else in
mind. No problem for these two. Once they
realized they were on their own, they took to
it like troupers, the unintended additional variety of presentation capping the entire evening
rather nicely. Once again, no words or text,
but in this case some discernible genres and
styles of singing, and continually complimentary counterpoint. Joe always gets points from
me for his scholarship and strategies, but
Jesse’s range, physical and emotional, is
approaching marvelous; still a good pairing.
I’ve certainly experienced the technical nightmare, and Andre was able to get the rig working for the finale, and in good humor. The
resulting processing brought the event back to
its intended purpose with whacked-out choral
ear candy. Though he didn’t get a chance to
really show his stuff, Andre displayed a variety of transforming techniques with some pretty modern looking processing hardware.
I enjoyed the evening on many levels,
and think the series would make a great CD,
DVD or radio program.
[Editor’s note: Dave originally posted
the above review on ba-newmus to encourage everyone to attend the second night the
following Tuesday at the Oakland Box. Alas,
the attendees failed to even half-fill the
house. Djll’s review of that show follows.]

and Boster have built over years of playing
together.) They chose to focus—intensely—on
small sound areas, in three short pieces, each
dealing with a neatly formed vocalization,
such as “ooeeeooo-wuhh” in the first piece,
“now-oooh” in the second piece, “nyaahohhh” in the last. Boster’s devices were nothing more (or less) than guitar boxes strung
together, but his good taste and virtuosity with
the loose matrix of controls they formed were
evident at all times. The music went from a
droney place at the start, to a march-like
washing-machine rhythm in the second piece,
to small clicks and hisses, heavily phased and
swirling into the rafters at the close.
I wish I could be as enthusiastic about the
following sets. Perhaps I should forthrightly
recuse myself from commenting on the duo of
the Walker brothers, Rick and Bill, from Santa
Cruz, on the grounds that I lived for too many
years in Santa Cruz, during different administrations (Reagan and Clinton), and it’s difficult
for me to take anything from that surf-soused
backwater very seriously (yes, including
myself). And this set was anything but serious.
The duo enacted a classic SCruzian gambit,
which might be cartoonized as: “Just ride the
waves and f—-in’ party on, dude!” And so we
were treated to lots of silly schtick—Gargling
Man, chest-beating for a funny tremolo sound,
a Wolfman & Dracula show, lip-farts, etc, etc.
This all received respectable applause—perhaps the set offered a welcome respite for

Night Two
The second night of the Voices and
Electronics show, at the Oakland Box Theatre,
was a fine example of a programming concept
that succeeds at least as much because of the
life the performers breathed into it, as the concept itself. I’m grateful we have performers of
this calibre in the Bay Area who will step forward to do a concert for the love of the artform
rather than fame ‘n’ fortune.
Speaking of performers of a certain calibre, there’s Dina Emerson, a wailing, soaring
vocal pro who takes time out from her Cirque
du Soleil gigs to grace the Bay Area scene
with a few (not enough, Dina!) choice performances here and there. Her duo set with
laptopper Lance Grabmiller opened the night
with a bang. Or rather, a succession of
bangs, whimpers, scoops and rattles—
ziplooping and layerfloating, their music tore
open a gaping dynamic rip in the room’s
soundfabric. It kept moving, one section to the
next, hyperStravinskian, vaguely Bulgarian
here, slightly Enoesque there, but always
engaging and action-painterly. “Pyrotechnics”
is the word that comes to mind most readily to
describe this set. It went by quickly.
Aurora Josephson, processed by Bob
Boster, took quite a different tack, one of much
less dynamic range but greater focus than the
first set: this choice gave a good sign of her
burgeoning musicianship. (But also a sign of
the longstanding and comfortable duo she
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some, from serious music. Not these ears. Still
less endurable was the short four-way collaboration that followed, composed of two
Walkers and one Amy X Neuberg ‘and man.’
Ms. Neuberg redeemed herself with her closing duo set (with partner Herb Heinz). It was
a lot of street-diva warbling backed by loopsas-rhythm-section, which is nothing special in
my book; but her pipes are world-class.
As a performer or audient, I always feel
at home at the Oakland Box—it has the nicest
lounge and foyer of any similar venue you
care to compare it to, in addition to the excellent acoustics of the black box hall itself. The
bathrooms are spacious, clean, and well-lit,
the counter staff is friendly and the drink selection sensible if not too exciting. (Word is they
may soon have a liquor license.) Moe!
Staiano, series organizer, does a good job
getting a balanced mix of local, regional, and
national acts. Curator Matt Davignon worked
hard this night to make sure all the plugs were
in the right sockets and the sound was coming
out the way it should. Why the Black Box
series doesn’t attract more attendees isn’t
clear to me. There’s been plenty of discussion
as to why, but what really would work would
be for the whole community or whateverthehell we are to support Moe! in his efforts to
build a sustainable series for our music at the
O’Box. Set aside your Tuesday nights and go
check it out!

Electroniques
du Fromage

music—it’s got chords, scales, arpeggios,
~and~ cheezy synth sounds! But that’s all it’s
got—rather than constructing the elements
into some kind of architecture, the piece feels
like you are walking around HomeDepot
admiring big pieces of lumber.
San Francisco
Same quartet ends concert with Magnus
Contemporary
Lindberg’s “Related Rocks” (1997). As with
Music Players
“M”, the piece is performed with excellent
musicianship. A lot of rehearsal has obviousNovember 10,
ly been put into these pieces, which unfortuYerba Buena Center
nately is something rare with all new music
ensembles these days. Music Director David
for the Arts
Milnes admirably conducts the quartet, even
matt ingalls
when he is relegated to the position of a mere
Packed house for “Autour de Paris, c.
timekeeper. The Lindberg sounds more musi1997” featuring composers from China,
cal than the Leroux, has a bit more energy
Finland(x2), and France. Applause as curtain
and wider spectral range, but is also too interrises for “M” (1997) by Philippe Leroux,
ested in its materials. At its best moments, it
revealing a full stage of percussion, 2 pianos,
is reminiscent of Berio’s “Points on a curve to
electronic equipment, and no performers!
find” with fast tremolos in the piano augmentHaHaHa! Performers finally appear taking
ed by virtuosic runs. But most of the time it just
their places, Karen Rosenak and Julie
sounds like a wanky mess of notes, ridiculous
Steinberg on pianos/keyboards, Christopher
virtuosic mallet percussion, and cheezy dx7Froh and James Kee Wyatt III on percussion.
like synth drones. (Note: In France “cheeze“M” is a piece with all the building blocks of
synth” is justified as “cutting-edge” simply by
adding some computer
and
YOUNEVERHEARDSUCHSOUNDSINYOURLIFE preprocessing
renaming it “spectral
music” or “diophone
technique”—both terms
loosely tossed around in
the program notes.) The
main theme of “Related
Rocks” sounds more
1987 (the height of my
TV watching youth) than
1997. Totally reminds
me of the first season of
“Star Trek, the Next
Generation” with its
synth soundtrack and
that
interlacing-fifths
motive (do-sol-me-ti) that
also occurred in a
Wrigley’s
Spearmint
Gum
commercial
around that time.
Kui Dong’s commissioned work “Fantasia:
A Dialogue with Wind”
(2003) for 3 winds, 4
strings, harp, and percussion is the most effective piece on the program. Divided in a number of sections, it is
Garth Powell - percussions,Tom Djll - trumpets
easy to hear (and i
and SAE trio (from Portland OR):
appreciate) what she is
Leif Erik Sundstrom - percussion
trying to do in the
Jim Altieri - violin • Bryan Eubanks - saxophones
piece. Some sections
Bring a friend and a kind donation $6-10
are more successful
21 Grand is at 449B 23rd St,next to the accordion shop.
than others. String-only
Just a hop skip and a jump from 19th St.BART.
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A special Monday night show
at 21 Grand in Oakland

• December 8 ! 8pm ! •

micro-tonal glissing section: beautiful.
Flute/oboe/clarinet section of Chinese
melodies: also nice but performed with a
seeming lack of musicality and technical flubbers. Percussion solo and the rocking-bangon-a-can-like sections book-ending the work:
can do without. Best moment in the entire concert occurs in the middle of “Fantasia.” A
gradual winding down. A drone. Sound passing among players. Dead. Stop. . . . . .
Then. . Out of the sparseness. A 1950’s
pointillistic section emerges. But hints of tonality within the dodecaphony. A gradual build
in momentum into the opening groove.
Unfortunately, in addition to the many fine
moments in the work, there are also some
glaring orchestrational problems. No real
fault to Ms. Dong however, this ~is~ a brand
new work after all, and like most compositions
there will surely be some revision before the
next performance.
After intermission is over, William
Winant is on stage acting like he is still setting
up. Sticks-in-mouth, he can somehow still yell
at the lighting people while the house lights
dim, “I’ll need more light than that!” He keeps
on beating on things while David Milnes
comes out with microphone to thank all the
people with money and those who worked for
no money. Mr. Winant is set up surrounded
by percussion. Outside his cage, there is a
pile of electronics and a flat panel monitor
mounted on pedestal that i guess we are supposed to be impressed by. He begins performing “Six Japanese Gardens” (1993-5) by
Kaija Saariaho, definitely one of her weakest
pieces. Almost every “garden” is the same:
beating on percussion with cheezy synth
drones (again!?!?) in the background. Mr.
Winant is a great player and i think i would
much rather hear him just improvise on his
setup than play these rhythms written down on
paper. Why this is a composition is beyond
me. After the piece, the crowd goes wild, Mr.
Winant takes a couple rock-star “fuck-you”
bows, a couple of hand signs to the audience,
a curtsy, and he’s gone.
Misunderstand not, this concert is better
and more adventurous than many SFCMP
concerts of years past. However, they still
have a way to go to actually produce concerts
that meet their claim of being “a leader
among America’s most distinguished and successful chamber music organizations.” But if
this concert is of any sign, the group may well
be on their way to finally attracting more local
musicians and Transbay™ Scenesters. Maybe
even get some young people to subscribe to
the series rather than the current all-white-hairs
they currently have taking up all the good
seats. Here’s an idea: How about “Around
San Francisco 2004” with new works by
local emerging composers?
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Achieving Spontaneity in
Controlled Environments
ROVA: Live in Petaluma
Phillip Greenlief

The ROVA Saxophone Quartet has created a body of work that
considers an array of compositional sources and performance practices. They have proliferated an improvised music that utilizes open and
predetermined forms. The quartet has also embraced composition,
which has led them into clearly defined spaces and the contributing
composers (both within the group and commissioned from beyond) have
expanded the cultural identity of the music. ROVA has developed
Radar, a performance practice that allows for predetermined activities
to occur via hand signals amongst the musicians. The players have their
own unique musical conceptions that are shaped by their diverse musical influences and all of these modes of expression find their way into
ROVA’s music through original composition and from utterances forged
in the moment.
As I sat down for a few sets at the Zebulon Lounge, I wondered if
it was possible to find a microcosm of ROVA’s work in one concert. Can
many years of music-making emerge in a single evening?
When I arrived, the group was playing a composition that gave
Bruce Ackley some great playing space, accompanied by some written
figures cued by Steve Adams. The motifs were clever and generated a
lot of humor. These motifs continued behind the baritone solo and
increased in rapidity until I nearly burst into hysterics. The piece
changed radically after that and it seemed that I had walked in on a
suite of short, tightly composed environments, presenting intervallic
shapes that yielded some nice overtones among the upper voices.
Then they played one of John Zorn’s Masada pieces arranged by
Larry Ochs that featured the Radar practices in open sections, which
seemed the best bits of the selection. There wasn’t a lot of melodic influence from the composition in the improvised sections, which was mildly
disconcerting. Nevertheless, the music they made in the open space
was fantastic. It crackled with an electric spontaneity and had clear,
constructivist ideas that never bogged down but rather kept mutating
and evolving in surprising ways.
The compositional elements in Jon Raskin’s Jukebox Detroit created
distinct passages with lots of character and his ostinato figures on baritone made for mad grooving. But the work didn’t seem to offer Ackley
or Ochs the inspiration to help listeners understand why they are exploring blues forms in 2003. They continued with some wildly energetic
improvising between Ochs and Adams that freshened things up and
reminded me of some of the youthful exuberance I heard back in 1980
on first exposure to the band.
The piece continued, but lost some of its momentum and I felt the
overall shape didn’t balance out – too many sections perhaps distorted
what started out as a clear conception. Later, Jon mentioned that
Jukebox was a vehicle for Bruce, so I wondered if they had moved into
another composition and I missed the transition. If so, the “second half”
of the suite or medley didn’t seem well paired with Jukebox – it felt a
little like a long journey from somewhere specific to nowhere in particular. (Although, how can you criticize in art what most of us do in life
nearly every day?)
ROVA started the second set with a reading of Don van Vliet’s Steal
Softly Through Snow, which started with swirling phrases that led to a
short soprano figure that sounded a bit like a night at the circus. More
composed fragments occurred (along with a hocket or two) that allowed
the role of improviser to be passed about like a juggling act. This action
repeated and accelerated until the orchestration dropped down for a
memorable unaccompanied passage on baritone. This was a really well
conceived sonic landscape and exists in memory as my favorite piece
of the evening.
During the rest of the second set the roles of composition and
improvisation became increasingly blurred. Both changed rapidly and
these areas allowed players to “solo” against 1) written melodic shapes,
2) suggested tones creating interesting intervals, 3) pure sound textures
generated from extended techniques, multi-phonics, etc. This type of
interplay engages the listener in a unique way that makes multiple

December
Concert Listing
PLEASE GO TO WWW.TRANSBAYCALENDAR.ORG FOR DETAILS ABOUT THESE EVENTS,
PLUS UPDATES AND SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Thu 12/4 6:00 PM Free Gallery 1 [2575 Bancroft Way btw College &
Telegraph Berkeley]
Maybe Monday - With Larry Ochs, Fred Frith, and Miya Masaoka
Thu 12/4 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series
[1007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
Miba (Kristen Miltner & Mark Bartscher): Laptop computers // Chris Cory:
Radio/Tape/Wind Controller/Electronics
Fri 12/5 8:00 PM $10 Meridian Gallery [545 Sutter Street SF]
Vinny Golia - solo winds
Sun 12/7 8:00 PM $12 Cafe Du Nord
[2170 Market Street near 16th & Sanchez SF]
Maybe Monday plus special guests Carla Kihlstedt and Lesli Dalaba: Fred
Frith – el. guitars; Miya Masaoka – koto, electronics; Lesli Dalaba – trumpet
and samplers; Carla Kihlstedt – violin and effects; Larry Ochs - saxophones
Sun 12/7 8:15 PM FREE ACME Observatory at The Jazz House
[3192 Adeline Berkeley]
A night of FLUXUS-inspired pieces.
Mon 12/8 8:00 PM $6-10 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near 19th St BART
Oakland]
Garth Powell/Tom Djll duo Garth Powell – percussions; Tom Djll – trumpets
// SAEtrio from Portland!
Thu 12/11 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series
[1007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
Positive Knowledge also Laurie Amat
Thu 12/11 8:00 PM Victoria Theatre [2961 16th Street nr Mission SF]
advance tickets at www.tickets.com
Anthony Braxton Tentet w/ Braxton, Liz Allbee, ma++ ingalls, Greg Kelley,
Dan Plonsey, Gino Robair, Jay Rozen, Sara Schoenbeck, John Shiurba
Sun 12/14 7:30 PM $5/8/10 SIMM Series/Outsound Research
[Musicians Union Hall 116 9th St @ Mission SF]
A. Custodio's 1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1
Mon 12/15 8:00 PM $10 Yoshi's [510 Embarcadero West Oakland]
Jazz In Flight presents Arthur Blythe Quartet w/ Bob Stewart, Cecil Brooks III,
and Gus Tsilis
Thu 12/18 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series
[1007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
COMA also...Transbass Ensemble, now that’s full of bass!
Sun 12/21 8:15 PM FREE ACME Observatory at The Jazz House
[3192 Adeline Berkeley]
EKG: Kyle Bruckmann, oboe & english horn, Ernst Karel: trumpet & electronics

listening on CD or hearing them in a club equally (and highly) rewarding.
One of the more valuable contributions to this music is the group composition and controlled freedoms that occur when ROVA activates in Radar
mode. It seems to bring out the best of their skills as improvisers in a setting
where form and orchestration can change at the drop of a hat or, (more
specifically), the cue of a hand.
Throughout the evening, the ensemble’s living history produced great
group communication, exciting improvisation that occurred in a wide
variety of sonic environments, and the composed forms were played with
humor, great energy, and keen concentration.
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